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Anna University Exams Nov / Dec 2016 – Regulation 2013 
Rejinpaul.com Unique Important Questions – 5th Semester BE/BTECH 

IT6502 Digital Signal Processing 
1. Check whether the systems described by the following equations are (𝒊) 𝒚(𝒏) = 𝒙(𝒏) 𝐜𝐨𝐬(𝒘𝒐𝒏)  (𝒊𝒊)  𝒚(𝒏) =

|𝒙(𝒏)|  (𝒊𝒊𝒊) 𝒚(𝒏) =  𝒔𝒈𝒏[𝒙(𝒏)] Static or dynamic , Linear or non linear, Shift invariant or shift variant , Causal 
or non-causal  Stable or unstable 

2. Find the inverse Z transform for X(z)=
𝟏

(𝟏+𝒛−𝟏)(𝟏−𝒛−𝟏)
𝟐 

3. Check whether the discrete time systems are (1)Static (2)Linear (3)Time invariant (4) Causal (5)Stable  
(a)y(n)= Ax(n)+B[x(n-1)]2  (b) y(n)=2x(n-1)+x(-n) (c) y(n)= cosx(n) (d) y(n)= ex(n)  

4. Determine the z transform and ROC of the signal x(n) = -an u(-n-1) 
5. List out any four autocorrelation and cross correlation properties 
6. Find inverse Z-transform of X(z) if(i) ROC |Z| >1 (ii) ROC: |Z| < 0.5(iii) ROC: 0.5 < |Z| < 1  

 
7. Test the stability and causality of the following system(𝒊)  𝒙(𝒏) = 𝐜𝐨𝐬(𝒙(𝒏)) (𝒊𝒊)   𝒚(𝒏) = 𝒙(−𝒏 − 𝟐) 

8. A casual system is represented by the following difference equation 

𝒚(𝒏) +
𝟏

𝟒
𝒚(𝒏 − 𝟏) = 𝒙(𝒏) +

𝟏

𝟐
 𝒙(𝒏 − 𝟏) 

Find the system transfer function H(z) ,unit sample response , magnitude and phase function of the system 
9. Check whether the following systems are static or dynamic, linear or nonlinear, time variant or invariant, causal 
or noncausal , stable or unstable.  

(i)  𝒚(𝒏) = 𝐜𝐨𝐬[𝒙(𝒏)] 
(ii) 𝒚(𝒏) = 𝒙(−𝒏 + 𝟐)  
(iii) 𝒚(𝒏) = 𝒙(𝟐𝒏) 
(iv) 𝒚(𝒏) =  𝒙(𝒏) 𝐜𝐨𝐬(𝒘𝟎𝒏) 

10. Describe the different types of Digital signal representation 
11. Draw and explain the basic butterfly diagram of DIF radix-2 FFT 
12. Calculate the percentage of saving in calculation in a 1024 point radix-2 FFT ,when compared to direct FFT 
13. Find DFT for {1,1,2,0,1,2,01,} using FFT DIT butterfly algorithm and plot the spectrum 
14. Compare DIT and DIF radix 2 FFT 
15. Compute the DFT sequences, 𝒙(𝒏) = {𝟎, 𝟏, 𝟐, 𝟑},Sketch the magnitude and phase spectrum. 
16. Compute the FFT of the sequence 𝒙(𝒏) = 𝒏𝟐 + 𝟏 for 𝟎 ≤ 𝒏 ≤ 𝑵 − 𝟏, where N=8 using DIT algorithm 
17. Determine the system function of the IIR digital filter for the analog transfer function 

𝑯(𝒔) =
𝟏𝟎

(𝑺𝟐 + 𝟕𝒔 + 𝟏𝟎)
 

With T=0.2 second using invariance method 
18. Design a digital butterworth filter satisfying the constraints 

𝟎. 𝟕𝟎𝟕 ≤ |𝑯(𝒆𝒋𝒘)| ≤ 𝟏; 𝟎 ≤ 𝝎 ≤
𝝅

𝟐
 

|𝑯(𝒆𝒋𝒘)| ≤ 𝟎. 𝟐 ;
𝟑𝝅

𝟒
≤ 𝒘 ≤ 𝝅 

With T=1 sec using bilinear transformation method 
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19. Design digital low pass filter using Bilinear transformation, Given that  

𝑯(𝒔) =
𝟏

(𝒔 + 𝟏)(𝒔 + 𝟏. 𝟕𝟑𝟐𝒔 + 𝟏)
 

Assume sampling frequency of 100 rad/sec 
20. The specification of the desired low pass filter is 

𝟏

√𝟐
≤ |𝑯(𝒆𝒋𝒘)| ≤ 𝟏. 𝟎; 𝟎 ≤ 𝝎 ≤ 𝟎. 𝟐𝝅 

|𝑯(𝒆𝒋𝒘)| ≤ 𝟎. 𝟎𝟖 ;
𝟑𝝅

𝟒
≤ 𝒘 ≤ 𝝅 

   Design Butterworth digital filter using bilinear transformation 
21. The specification of the desired lowpass digital filter is  

𝟎. 𝟗 ≤ |𝑯(𝒆𝒋𝒘)| ≤ 𝟏. 𝟎; 𝟎 ≤ 𝝎 ≤ 𝟎. 𝟐𝟓𝝅 

|𝑯(𝒆𝒋𝒘)| ≤ 𝟎. 𝟐𝟒 ; 𝟎. 𝟓𝝅 ≤ 𝒘 ≤ 𝝅 

Design a chebyshev digital filter using impulse invariant transformation 
22. Design and obtain the coefficients of a 15 tap linear phase FIR low pass filter using Hamming window to meet 
the given frequency response. 

𝑯𝒅(𝒘) = {
𝟏  𝒇𝒐𝒓 |𝒘| ≤

𝝅

𝟔

𝟎 𝒇𝒐𝒓 
𝝅

𝟔
≤ |𝒘| ≤ 𝝅

} 

23. Determine the coefficients of a linear phase FIR filter of length M=15 which has a symmetric unit sample 
response and a frequency response that satisfies the conditions 

𝑯𝒓 (
𝟐𝝅𝒌

𝟏𝟓
) = {

𝟏   𝒌 = 𝟎, 𝟏, 𝟐, 𝟑
𝟎. 𝟒         𝒌 = 𝟒
𝟎   𝒌 = 𝟓, 𝟔, 𝟕

} 

23. Prove that an FIR has linear phase if the unit sample  response satisfies the condition 𝒉(𝒏) = 𝒉(𝑵 − 𝟏 − 𝒏).Also 
discuss symmetric and anti symmetric cases of FIR filter when N is even 
24. Design an ideal high pass digital filter with the desired frequency response Hd (jw) = 1,   π/4 ≤ |w| ≤π; Hd (jw) = 
0,   |w| ≤ π/4  Find the value of h(n) for N=11 using Hamming window   
25. Explain the various formats of fixed point representation 
26. Determine the dead band of the system 𝒚(𝒏) = 𝟎. 𝟐𝒚(𝒏 − 𝟏) + 𝟎. 𝟓𝒚(𝒏 − 𝟐) + 𝒙(𝒏) Assume 8 bits are used 
for signal representation 
27. Discuss about quantization noise and derive the equation for finding quantization noise power 
28. Explain the effects of coefficient quantization in FIR filters. 
29. Explain the characteristics of a limit cycle oscillation with respect to the system described by the equation 

𝒚(𝒏) = 𝟎. 𝟖𝟓𝒚(𝒏 − 𝟐) + 𝟎. 𝟕𝟐𝒚(𝒏 − 𝟏) + 𝒙(𝒏) Determine the dead band of the filter 𝒙(𝒏) =

(
𝟑

𝟒
) 𝜹(𝒏) 

30. Explain how reduction of product round-off error is achieved in digital filters 
31. Explain the limit cycle oscillations due to product round off overflow errors 

All the Best for Exams 
Questions Are Expected for University Exams This May or may Not Be Asked for Exams 
Please do not Copy (or) Republish This Questions, Students if You Find the Same Questions in Other Sources, 
Kindly report us to rejinpaulteam@gmail.com 
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